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The generalized Maxwell equations of electromagrietodynamics describing

the classical relativistic interaction of the electromagnetic field K^ with

the electric and magnetic currents, J and K , respe-ctively, are

6 rHMV

(1.1)

(1.2)

REGULAEIZATIOS OF THE QUAHTUM FIELD THEORY OF CHARGES AHD MOffOPOLES •

where F u
v i s the dual of F y defined by

:?*" (1.3)
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A gauge i n v a r i a n t r e g u l a r i z a t i o n procedure for quantum f i e ld t h e o r i e s

of e l e c t r i c and magnetic charges based on Zwanziger's l o c a l formulation i s

proposed. The bare regu la r ized f u l l Green's functions of gauge inva r i an t

opera tors are shown t o be LorentB i n v a r i a n t . This would have as a consequence

the Lorentz invariance of the f i n i t e Green's functions tha t might r e su l t

a f te r any reasonable subtract ion i f such a subtraction can be found.
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with € being the Levi-CIvita tensor.
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These explicitlyLorentz-invariant equations, together with the Lorentz

force lav (also Lorentz invariant) describe completely the relativistic classical

theory of Interacting electrically and magnetically charged particles.

A non-relativistic quantum-mechanical version of this theory requires

the introduction of a vector potential A of some sort. Eq.(l.2) with K 4 0

is only possible if Fyv differs from 3yAv - 3 ^ by at least one extra term.

The physical equivalence of this new 7 with the old 3 Ay - 3 ^ is

guaranteed by the charge quantization condition £ „ = (e ig. - e j8 i)
 = ltivnij '

n. = 0,±l,±2,.. . , among the electric and magnetic charges e. and g.,

respectively (Dirae 1931'). In fact this condition can be regarded,

in restrospect, as a quantum-mechanical version of a weaker quantization

condition £. . = 2irn, ,U. This condition arises when one tries to formulate an
i J 1J

action principle for the classical particle theory of electric and magnetic

charges which gives, upon variation of the various independent quantities entering
i t , the correct Maxwell equations and Lorentz force lavs (Brandt and Prlmack

2)
1977, exploiting ideas of Wu and Yang 1976). In i ts classical version the

quantization condition contains the completely undetermined constant U which

in the quantum version, in units U = n = 1 gives the dual invariant form of

Wrac's condition £ „ = ^ n "

The classical field theory of electric and magnetic charges in contrast

to the classical particle theory is known to be inconsistent and this would

probaliy lead someone to the conclusion that the second quantized relativistic

field theory would be equally bad if not worse. Brandt, Neri and 2tfanziger
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.made an effort in various papers to investigate the consistency of this

quantum field theory, using a local Lagrangian density proposed by Zwanziger

in 19T1 • The moat remarkable of their results is that full Green's functions

of gauge invariant operators are Lorentz invariant. This statement is highly

non-"trivlal and implausible since the action contains explicitly a fixed four-

vector n related to the "string" introduced by Dirac in his formulation of the
1,)

classical monopole theory . The proof of this statement is based on the path

integral formulation of quantum field theory and the result "is attributed by

the above-mentioned authors to the particle aspects that a field theory acquires

upon quantization which becomes apparent in the functional formulation.

The criticism against this proof is that i t is very formal. It applies

to the bare theory and involves manioul-tions with path integrals which correspond

to an expansion in a series of graphs most of which are ultraviolet infinite.

One could of course argue that when one sums all the graphs infinities might

cancel. Although this is very attractive and not in principle impossible, i t

is at least highly improbable since perturbation theory has taught us that

infinities instead of becoming less severe in higher orders go on becoming worse.

So unless a regularization is provided to give a meaning to these infinite

quantities statements like their n-independence are not unambiguous.

In the following ve present a regular!zation programme for quantum field

theories with electric and magnetic charges. This regularization will be claimed

to be gauge invariant and preserving the n-independence of full gauge invariant

Green's functions. If the full regularized Green's functions are n-independent,

any reasonable (non-absurd) subtraction prescription will leave a finite part

which is n-independent. The regulators will be such that they regularize the

Feynman graphs of the corresponding amplitude. There might be other sources

of infinities based on non-perturbative effects. We cannot say much about that.

We only believe that for Abelian gauge field theories this can be at most a

speculation. Even for non-Abelian field theories non-perturbative effects,

like Instantons ,do not give rise to new Infinities and are small. Once the

perturbative infinities are subtracted the rest is finite.

Since this work rests heavily on the paper of Brandt, Nerl and

Zwanziger we had to review what they reviewed (Sec.II) and to repeat the

essential part of their proof (Sec.Ill), After that comes a clear statement of

the problem (Sec.IV) followed by the regularization scheme (Sec.V) and the proof

of Lorentz invariance In the presence of regulators (Sec.VI). In the appendix

another slightly different regularization is described, which applies to the

spin-?- matter fieia case only, for the reason that i t provides as a by-product

easier to-work-with regularized propagators of the gauge fields for all cases.

The notation suppresses all Lorentz indices. For example 3'F = J means ^ ^ = J

II. A REVIEW OF THE CLASSICAL AHD QUANTIZED M0S0POLE THEORIES

Tbe generalized Maxwell equations of electromagnetodynamics given in

(l.l) and (1.2) with the currents given by

» i .
(2.1)

(2.2)

(p Is the trajectory of the ith particle, z^s) its position at a given

proper time s, e, the electric and ĝ  the magnetic charge) together with

the generalized Lorentz force laws

( 2 . 3 )

A ,(where a'(s) * — and s"(s) « —5O characterize completely the classical

theory of electric and magnetic charges.

Having in mind to quantise this theory an action Is needed Involving

some sort of vector potentials, which will yield these equations variationally.

Among the different classical actions proposed ve will describe the manifestly

local action due to Zwanziger and the non-local one due to Yaa and based

on Schwinger's first-order non-local formulation of monopole theory

The Zwanziger local classical action is

S.+S, (2.10

(2 .5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

and (a A b) means a b - a b The metric is (+ ' •



where n is an arbitrary fixed unit vector (n - 1) and A and E are in-

dependent -vector potentials. This action gives variationally the correct

classical equations only if S, is considered as defined modeQg0 where

|eQgol = min|e.gjl. A consequence of this mode0g- definition of the action

is the weak quantization condition mentioned in the introduction

The Schwinger-Yan action is essentially

2)

(2.9)

where

with (n'9) (x) the integral kernel

(2.12)

(2.13)

This action, with A and P as independent variables, also gives variationally the

correct classical equations if defined to map into a circumference e
0Bg» like

the Zwaneiger action. It has, in addition, the property that remains invariant

under the combined "string rotation" and singular gauge transformation:

vith the function X(x) satisfying the condition

(2.15)

This combined transformation is o symmetry of the action with conserved currents

whose charges are the corresponding Lorentz generators. So it is proved the

Lorentz invariance of the classical theory which afterall was apparent in the

Lorentz invariance of the equations of motion.

- 5 -

The two actions given above are completely e<3uivalent at the classical

level since they lead to the same classical equations. Their equivalence can

be made more explicit by giving the transformation that takes the one into the

other. Substitution of the expression

- Y\ U
into I2 gives g

(Brandt and Neri, Ref.3).

and into (2.12) gives B(x) upto a gauge transformation

A generalization of the classical theories consisting of adding to the

currents, contributions from electric and magnetic moments can be made without

altering the invariance of the action under the combined transformation (2.1U),

(2.15) (Brandt, Heri and Zvanziger ).

•In the quantized non-relativistic version of these theories the Dirac

quantization condition

\ . . v\.v - rs.ti t a ... (a-iT)

pan be shown to he sufficient to make the theory n-independent.

To get the classical field theory.one has simply to substitute the point-

like currents by continuous distributions, whose forms depend on the spin of the

matter fields.

The second quantized versions of the action of theBe classical field

theories differ by the addition of a gauge fixing term, plus a possible quartic

self-interaction term in the spin-0 case. For example, the nianifestly local

Zvanziger action with the inclusion of a gauge fixing and matter fields is

(2.18)

with

(2.19)

(2.20)
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for spin 0 and

for spin g- .

Variation of A and B gives the correct Maxwell equations with the

continuous distribution currents of the corresponding classical field theories

and also the gauge fixing equations

Variation of the charged fields in (2.18) gives the correct equations ( ^ = 0)

(2.26)

In the mixed propagator (AB) the ife prescription for (n-h) is the principal

value one in order to maintain dual invarianee. The non-covariant perturbation

expansion that results from these propagators and the Feynman rules as read off

directly from the Lagrangian (Zwanziger formulation) can be shown to be unitary,

consistent with the Faddeev-Popov formalism and dual invariant (Brandt and

Keri 3 ) ) .

for the spin-0 bosons and

for the spin — fermlons.

Green's functions of local operators

are given by functional integrals over the corresponding classical fields of

the form

6 in these quantum field theories

0,
(2.25)

Although at the classical level the existence of a transformation bringing the

Zwanziger action into the Schwinger-Yan action is sufficient to guarantee their

equivalence, i t i s not enough at the quantum field level. Nevertheless, i t

can be shown that expressions like (2.25) in both formulations are equivalent
T)

if the 8,'s are gauge invariant (Brandt and Neri ) .

With the notation V1 and fe12 = -fe2' = 1 the free

(e = g • 0) propagators of the gauge fields can lie written compactly in
3)

momentum space as (Zwanzfcger ):

III. LOHEHTZ IHVARIAHCE OF THE UHKEGULAKIZED THEORY

This section contains the main points of the proof of Lorentz invarianee

of the bare, unregularized theory, due to Brandt, Heri and Zwanziger (BHZ)

They explicitly give the proof for the Green's functions of the conserved

currents J and K. They claim that i t Is extendable to the Green's functions

of all gauge Invariant operators.

So they consider the generating functional

(3.D

where a (x) and t (*) are arbitrary functions. The current Green's functions

are obtained from (3.1) by functional differentiation with respect to a and b

followed by setting a and b to zero. In the notation W (a,b) the n refers
n

to the n dependence through the"rest of the action excluding the gauge

fixing term, since another gauge fixing is as gooa as that chosen (provided it

fixes the gauge). The Lorentz invarianee of W (a,b) is equivalent to its n-

invariance. So the thing to show Is WQ(a,b) = ¥ ,{a,b).

They consider two cases:

,(0)
a) The spln-0 theory: It is specified by the action S^"' (2.18),

(2.19) and (2.20) ,
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n

(3.2)

BH2 argue that without loss of generality the self-interaction of the matter
fields can be forgotten. After integrating out the matter fields they get an
expression expandable in a power series

(3.3)

Apart from integrations over some real variables T and some other factors

depending on classical paths r , each W in (3-3) is Just a sum of generating
n

funetionals for classical currents, i.e. of functional integrals over classical

fields A and B and (closed) trajectories r weighted by a classical action

S (A,B) - f [j-(A+a) + K'(B+t)]

*

One way of verifying the n independence'of W , given (2.17), i s t o exploit
the invariance, modefc . , of th is classical action under a combined string
rotation and singular gauge transformation, and the gauge invarisnee of the
functional measure. The mode*, definition of th is classical action i s only
possible i f the strong quantization condition {2.IT) i s sat isf ied. We make,
to be specific, a change of variables from the set (A,B,r) to the set (A,T,r).
This means that we get an action of the Schwinger-Yan type by bearing in mind
the remarks just below (2.25). Sow instead of [j(A+a) + sMB+b)] we have
[J>(A+a) + K.(B+b)l in (3.It) with B given in terms of F by (2.12). The only
n dependence in each term of the sum in the transformed version of (3-1*) l ies
in the K-B term. This transformed classical action has, given (2.17), the
invariance property under a string rotation n-» n' and singular gauge t rans-
formation A •+ A + 3\ , F •+ F, r ->- r with 3X satisfying the condition (2.15).
Since the combined transformation i s a symmetry that leaves the value of tf
invariant, showing that V = W , under n •* n1 only i s equivalent to showing
that the gauge transformation only leaves Ŵ  invariant. But th is i s true

since the invariance of the measure dA under A •*• A + 3X = A' makes possible

the absorption of this change in the form of a change of variables A' = A + i

This completes the proof of the relation W = ¥ ,. We shall refer to this

proof as the "indirect" one.

•the "direct" proof involves an explicit integration of the A and B
variables in (3.U). Each term then reduces to something proportional to

where D ^ = D11 , D ^ = D , D ^ = D , D ^ = D are the propagators in momentum
space of the A,B f ie lds . By current conservation, given that the tens
proportional t o gu^i in D,, = D™ i s n-independent, only the mixed propagators
in (3-5) contribute to the possible n-dependenee. Using the form of the mixed
propagator !>,_, the n-dependent part of the exponent in (3.5) can be shown to
be of the form I = 16 N with H integral . So the vhole n-dependence

,) which by virtue of
I = 16 N with H

of (3-5) i s contained in factors of the form erpdfe »1,)
the quantization condition shows the n-independence of W^.

to) The spin 1/S theory: I t is specified by the action 3 ' in (3.18),
(£.19) and (2.21). The only new feature here is the existence of first-moment

contributions to the classical currents after integrating out the spinor fields.
3)The proof goes along the same lines and can be found in BUZ in detail.

IV. STATEHEHT QT THE PROBLEM

As already nentioned in the introduction, the purpose of the present

work ia to provide a regularization of the bare quantum field theory of electric

and magnetic eiorgea which will give a meaning to the divergent integrals that

are contained in the path integral of the formal'proof. The danger of working

formally with these infinite quantities was first realized by the authors of

the original paper (BUZ) who, in a remark, at the end, made the assumption tnat

renormaliaation will not invalidate their conclusion. They also proposed as

a homework to the renormalization theorists the extension of renoraalization

methods beyond individual graphB to the W represented as a functional

integral over classical particle paths. It is true that if someone Could make

the renormalization subtraction on the path integral itself, this would certainly

-10-



provide a check of whether their conclusion-is left untouched hy renormaaizatiou

or not. But. tfe. beJJeve. that a.regulsxizatipn of the bare theory, iB a way that

their proof can. be repeated, i*. an.e^nally godd; proof that the renormalieeat •' • ...-

theory, in the.Sense .of.any- re-fls-Ottable .subtraction., on. individual graphs or on

their sum, is n Independent•,. although i t vould not give a definite negative

answer if this programme was unsuccessful. Here by a reasonable subtraction ia

meant any subtraction that subtracts something that is present (e.g. an infinite

tens) and does not introduce something not present in the first place (in the

unsubtracted theory in the presence of the regulators). If the full, bare,

regularized theory does not have n anywhere , any subtraction should not

introduce i t .

So we are looking for a regulariaation procedure that renders al l graphs

finite, that preserves the U(l) x U(l) gauge symmetry of the Zwaniiger action

and that can be incorporated into the proof of n independence given by BHZ.

Unfortunately, the best upto nov regulariiation which would leave the proof
8)

untouched by inspection, dimensional regularizatiot) , cannot be used since

the theory contains the Levi.-Civi.ta tensor which hae no dimensional continuation.

Prom the rest of the regulators none is satisfactory by itself. That is vhy we

will use a combination of different regularization procedures.

V. KEGULARIZATICfl

The Xi&grangian density ot the Zwaniiger 'act ion vi thout matter f ie lds

in (2.19) denoted from nov on of can be wri t ten (af te r some t r i v i a l algebra)
e.m.

(5.1)

We shall add to this Lagrangian density a regularizing part in order to modify

the free propagators (e, = g. = 0) of the gauge fields

I

4

(5.2)

In Jf a and 6 are arbitrary constants and /\ is a cut-off parameter with
R t

dimensions of mass introduced to uaintain

Letting A go to infinity removes the regulators

and /\
correct
the / dimensionality of the Lagrangian.

-7 0). Regulators of that

form have been introduced for the first time by Slavnov in connection with

problems with non-linear chiral Iiagrangians and used by Slavnov and Lee and

Zinn-JuBtin to provide a regular!zation for non-Abelian gauge theories.

This possibility was also known to K. Johnson.

The propagator that we get from (5-1) and (5-2) can be written aa

(5.3)

where the coefficients are given by

-11-
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c--LL
i+r

with

(5.5)

(•5.6)

(5.T)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

If we have a look at this expression for the propagator we see that b
is not regularized enough but the other terms are safe due to the fact that
t behaves for large K2 as (it2)"11 '2 .

Let us examine the various cases, according to the spin of the matter
fields, one by one.

i) Spin l/g case; Let us^consider graphs with any number of closed
particle loops and all Kinds of corrections inside the particle loops and
between particle loops. A graph of this form is shown in H.g.1, Graphs containing
closed particle loops without any corrections inside the closed particle loop will
be considered later (Fig,a). The modified propagator (5-3) for the gauge fields
would be enough to regularize graphs like those in Fig.l if the terms containing
a k.̂  were absent. Fortunately, i t is possible to eliminate these terms and
no lander consider them by current conservation. In fact this is true only
if there is a gauge invariant regularization that makes possible the shift of
the origin of integration in expressions of the amplitudes of the diagrams to
which they contribute . A satisfactory regularization is the analytic
continuation in which we modify the propagators essentially by elevating their

denominators to some pover A that can be fixed such that the amplitude is
12)finite. This regularization is known to be not gauge invariant in QED when

the propagators of the spinor fields around a closed particle loop are modified
and not the vertices, e.g. in the computation of the vacuum polarization at

-13-

one loop level. Graphs like that fall into the category of Fig.2 and are
irrelevant for this discussion since i_n these graphs there is no gauge field
propagator in the loops and i t Is this propagator that contains the terms that
we want to drop. For the relevant graphs analytic continuation is good
provided we modify only the gauge field propagators, which Is enough. After we
eliminated the k« terms analytic continuation is no longer needed. Its

. to
existence only is sufficient^decide that the k terms give really zero contri-bution. From now on we forget completely the
continuation.

terns and the analytic

Let us now turn to the subgraphs of the form shovn in Fig.2 (and graphs

containing them). For the spin — case that we are considering there is in fact

only one divergent graph of that form, the one shown in Fig.2. Those with a

closed particle loop, no Corrections Inside the particle loop and 1 or 3 external
13)legs are zero because of Furry's theorem and that with no corrections and

four external gauge boson legs is finite although by pover counting infinite.
The reason Is that this one appears in (JED and there It is finite because of
gauge Invariance. If the number of external legs is greater than four, the
graphs of this form are finite. The divergent graphs of this category can be
regularised by means of Gupta regulators , i .e. by including in the Lagrangian
auxiliary spinor fields, coupled minimally to the gauge particles with some
of them obeying the wrong statistics. They have arbitrarily large masses which
prevent them from appearing as final particles. Gupta has explicitly calculated
the graph of Fig.2 and showed that i t is regularized in a gauge invariant way.
Putting tjie mass infinite decouples the regulators.

i i ) Spin 0 case: The discussion of the previous case concerning graphs
with closed matter fis|d Ioop3 with corrections (Fig.l) applies to the spin-0
case too. The only point that the author Is not sure about is the gauge- in-
variance of the analytic continuation regular!aation for spin-0 particles
coupled to an Abelian gauge field. The reason for that Is the existence of
vertices with two gauge boson lines. It might be really no problem but It la
not obvious. Anyway anyone who Is prepared to accept that the kj^ terms In
the propagators do not contribute by current conservation need not consider
any modifications.

If we limit ourselves to the case of spin 0 matter fields without dyons
(particles carrying both electric and magnetic charges) there is a safer gauge
invariant regularization to Justify why the k terms can be neglected. This
is dimensional regularization. Although i t cannot be applied in order to
regularize the theory because of the presence of the Levi-Civita tensor, i t
can be applied In order to Justify why the £„ terms can be neglected when we

- x U -



compute closed p a r t i c l e loops with correct ions from gauge p a r t i c l e s e i the r of

type A or of type B but without mixed propagators. This i s in fact the case i f

we exclude dyons. Once we aecide t ha t in subgraphs with only one type of

corrections the terms proport ional t o X» i n the gauge f i e ld propagators can

be forgotten we come back t o four dimensions and contract the indices of these

subgraphs with the indices of the Levi-Civita tensor in t he tnixed propagators t h a t

play the ro le of bridges between e l e c t r i c a l l y and magnetically charged p a r t i c l e s .

The graphs of the second category t ha t diverge (in t h i s case a l l graphs

with upto four external gauge boson legs}{Fig.S) can a lso be regular ized using

auxi l iary massive boson f i e lds minimally coupled t o the gauge f ie lds and some of

them obeying the wrong s t a t i s t i c s . The only difference i s t ha t in t h i s case

some of them appear with a Lagrangian having an overa l l minus s ign. Calculations

with t h i 3 kind of Gupta regulators have been done by Lee .

VI. PROOF OF LOHEBTZ IHVAKCAKCE IN THE FHESEHCE OF HEGULATOES

Wits the modified Lagrangian density £ * £a
 f °r toe

Zwaniiger action the "indirect" version of the proof of n-independence goes

through trivially. It suffices to note that under the change of variables

that takes us from the functional integral weighted with the exponential of the

Zwanziger action to the functional integral weighted vith the exponential of

the Schvinger-Yan action, the <„ goes to an expression containing only

derivatives of F and no n-dependenee. The singular gauge transformation

equivalent to a string rotation leaves this term invariant and the proof remains

exactly the same.

The Gupta regulators do not cause any trouble since they can be treated

as the rest of the matter fields. The fact that some of them follow the wrong

statistics changes only a sign in front of a trJIn term that we get when we

integrate them out. The minus sign of the overall Lagrangian of a regulator

field in the spin-0 case simply gives an n-independent factor in front of the

path integral over the gauge fields and can be absorbed in the normalization

constant.
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Let us try instead of the s?u in (5-2) the following combination denoted

i

z

(A.I)
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where a ' , ( j1 , V > * ' , £ ' , 9' are a rb i t r a ry cons tan ts . The combination

*a = Y \ * = S' + 6« = in1 and o' = 81 • C = 0 yields (together with tf )

the propagator (5 -3 ) . The combination y' = cr', 6' = a' , 6' = £' y ie lds

t h e much more t r a c t a b l e p r o p a g a t o r (to1 • fi' + 8 ' )

.ccb

(A.2)

What TO have discussed in Sec.V applies -also to this propagator. - What is

different now is that the proof of Lorentz invariance does not go through. In

fact i t is the direct version of the proof that is better applicable in this

case. If we try this direct proof we see that i t can be repeated only i f we

remove the cut-off from the mixed propagator. This means that al l graphs

containing corrections in closed loops from mixed propagators are ... no longer

^regularized.Nevertbeless we can remove the cut-off from the mixed propagators

and s t i l l leave the theory regularized only in the apin-l/2 case without dyons.

The dyons are excluded because in that way no mixed propagators occur inside

closed particle loops. The spia-1/2 limitation'is due to the fact that only

in theories vith spin-1/2 matter fields the graphs of Fig.3 that serve as bridges

between electric charge and monopole loops (Fig.U) are finite when the mixed

AB propagator is unregularized. Removing the cut-of# from the mixed propagator

only-jdoes not break the Abelian gauge symmetry. Although the propagator (A.2)

is not. good for the proof of n-independenee in nil cases, once we know that

such a proof exists, i t can be used for calculations in al l cases. In fact when

the terms containing a. lSu are dropped because of current conservation the

rest is a relatively nice expression to wrk with.
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